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Most of us tend to choose a web browser and 
stick with it for years. It can be hard to break 
away from your comfort zone – especially 
when you've become used to its quirks – but 
trying a different browser can greatly improve 
your experience on the web. Whether it's en-
hanced security, improved speed, or greater 
flexibility through customizable options and 
plugins, the right browser can have a huge 
effect on your online life. Here we've put the 
biggest browsers through their paces (plus 
one that you might not be familiar with) to 
identify the one that does the best job of tick-
ing all those boxes, but if you have a particular 
concern then listen to see if there's an alterna-
tive that might be better suited to your needs. 

Google Chrome  
If your PC has the resources, Chrome is 2017's 
best browser! With Chrome, Google has built 
an extendable, efficient browser that deserves 
its place at the top of the browser rankings. 
According to w3schools' browser trend analy-
sis its user base is only rising, even as Mi-
crosoft Edge's install numbers are presumably 
growing. Why? Well, it's cross-platform, in-
credibly stable, brilliantly presented to take up 
the minimum of screen space, and just about 
the nicest browser there is to use. But there is 
a downside, and potentially a big one. It's 
among the heaviest browsers in terms of re-
source use, so it's not brilliant on machines 
with limited RAM. 
 

Microsoft Edge 
Edge is the default 'browsing experience' on 
Windows 10, and is unavailable for older oper-
ating systems. Edge is an unusual one! 

 
Quite why Microsoft needs to be running a pair of browser products in tandem 
rather than making Edge backwards compatible is beyond me. The company's 
reason, it seems, is that Edge represents the more user-friendly end, while 
Internet Explorer scales a little better for business enterprise.  Grumbles aside, 
actually using Edge is a perfectly pleasant experience—And It’s super-quick! 
 

Mozilla Firefox 
Once the leader in overall popularity in the browser war, Firefox is now a 
slightly sad third place. It's not clear why; while it lags behind its main competi-
tors in terms of design, keeping the search and URL boxes separate and leaving 
buttons on display where others have removed them, it's regularly updated on 
a six-week schedule and has a raft of extensions available. Firefox tends to hit 
the middle-to-bottom end of benchmark tests but despite this it’s still my fa-
vourite! 
 

Internet Explorer 
Microsoft Internet Explorer has seen some ups and downs in its long tenure, 
from dominating the browser charts to languishing behind its main two com-
petitors. This is partly an issue of choice – particularly the browser choice that 
Microsoft was forced to give customers after a court ruling – and partially be-
cause older versions fell behind the rendering and compatibility curve. There 
are no such issues with Internet Explorer 11. It's clean, powerful, highly com-
patible, and it demands less of your RAM and CPU than equivalent pages 
would on Chrome or Firefox.  Internet Explorer also isn't quite as able to han-
dle add-ons and extensions as many of its competitors.  
 

Opera 
Opera is an underrated browser, with a superb Turbo mode for slow connec-
tions. It's sad that Opera makes up only around 1% of the browser market, 
because it really is a quality browser. It launches fast, the UI is brilliantly clean, 
and it does everything its rivals can do with a couple of extras thrown in for 
good measure. The key reason I'd recommend having Opera installed along-
side your main browser is its Opera Turbo feature. This compresses your web 
traffic, routing it through Opera's servers, which makes a huge difference to 
browsing speed if you're stuck on rural dial-up or your broadband connection 
is having a moment. It reduces the amount of data transferred too, handy if 
you're using a mobile connection, and this re-routing also dodges any content 
restrictions your ISP might place on your browsing, which can be mighty 
handy. Opera automatically ducks out of the way if you're using secure sites 

like banks so your traffic is free and clear of any potential privacy violation. 
There's also an integrated ad-blocker - which can be switched off if you're mor-
ally inclined in that direction - and a battery-saving mode which promises to 
keep your laptop going for longer! 
 
A web browser is considered a soft-
ware application that allows people 
to access, retrieve and view infor-
mation on the internet.  
A search engine is to search for in-
formation on the Internet.   

http://www.techradar.com/reviews/google-chrome
http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp
http://downloads.techradar.com/downloads/firefox-64-bit-1
http://downloads.techradar.com/downloads/internet-explorer-11-64-bit
http://www.downloads.techradar.com/downloads/opera
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             All about USB-C  

In case you didn't think laptops could get even thinner than they 
already were, manufacturers are finding new ways to make it hap-
pen. Apple's MacBook Pro measures just 14.9mm at its thickest 
point—and I've seen some computers that are even thinner, such 
as the 11.9mm Asus ZenBook 3. This leaves little space for I/O 
ports like the 7.5mm-tall traditional USB socket. Any connector still 
needs some vertical clearance internally to connect to the mother-
board and the rest of the system, as well as clearance for the phys-
ical plug itself. That's why the USB-C connector, which started ap-
pearing regularly in mainstream systems in early 2015, is so im-
portant. It won't be long until, like previous versions of USB, USB-C 
is found on all manner of devices from simple external hard drives 
on up. But there's a lot more to USB-C than just that. Here are 
some important facts you should know about it, now that it's truly 
poised to go mainstream. 

What Is USB-C? 
USB-C is the emerging industry-standard connector for trans-
mitting both data and power. The USB-C connector was developed 
by the USB Implementers Forum, the group of companies that has 
developed, certified, and shepherded the USB standard. It counts 
more than 700 companies in its membership, including Apple, Dell, 
HP, Intel, Microsoft, and Samsung. This is important, because it's 
part of why USB-C has been so readily accepted by PC manufactur-
ers. Contrast this with the earlier Apple-promoted (and developed) 
Lightning and MagSafe connectors, which had limited acceptance 
beyond Apple products, and, because of USB-C, are soon to be 
completely obsolete. 

Is It Like Micro USB? 
The USB-C connector looks similar to a 
micro USB connector at first glance, 
though it's more oval-shaped and slightly 
thicker to accommodate its best feature: 
Like Lightning and MagSafe, the USB-C 
connector has no up or down orientation. 
Line up the connector properly, and you 

don't have to flip it to plug it in. The cables also have the same 
connector on both ends, so you don't have to figure out which end 
goes where, which has not been the case with all the USB cables 
we've been using for the past 20 years. 
 

USB-C and USB 3.1 
The default protocol with the new USB-C connector is USB 3.1, 
which, at 10Gbps, is theoretically twice as fast as USB 3.0.  The 
minor wrinkle is that USB 3.1 ports can also exist in the original, 
larger shape; these ports are called USB 3.1 Type-A. But aside from 
on desktops, it's much more common to see USB 3.1 ports with 
USB-C connectors. 

Port Support 
USB-C's support for sending simultaneous video signals and power 
streams means that you can connect to and power a native Dis-
playPort, MHL, or HDMI device, or connect to almost anything else 
assuming you have the proper adapter and cables. The USB-IF also 
announced in 2016 that it's updating the USB-C spec to include 
audio, which means the 3.5mm headphone jack could soon vanish  

from computers just as it already has on the Apple iPh-
one 7.  Other phones, such as the Google Pixel XL, use 
the USB-C interface for charging and data transfer, so it's 
not inconceivable that future phones will switch to it 
from micro USB. Make sure to check the specs on any PC 
you're thinking of buying, because not all USB-C ports 
are alike. So far, every one we've seen supports both 
data transfers and power delivery over USB-C. But while 
the USB-C standard supports connecting DisplayPort 
and/or HDMI displays with an adapter, not every PC 
maker has connected the ports to every system's 
graphics hardware. We'll be checking for that functionali-
ty and noting it in our reviews. 

What about connectability? 
USB-C is electrically compatible with older USB 3.0 ports, 
and, as we discussed above, is completely compatible 
with USB 3.1 ports. But because of the new style of port, 
adapters or cables with both of the required plugs are 
indeed required if you want to connect anything that 
doesn't have the USB-C plug. Sometimes a new laptop 
will come with these, in other cases you may have to 
purchase them separately. Apple, for instance, sells a 
variety of USB cables and adapters for connecting to oth-
er technologies such as Lightning ($25 for a 1-meter ca-
ble) or Ethernet ($34.95 for an adapter). You can also 
find a variety of these for PC as well if you browse online 
retailers. Some even support older or more esoteric pro-
tocols, to ensure a device you have from years ago will 
work on today's hardware: It was easy to find USB-C–to–
DVI adapters, for example, but we also came across one 
that split to two RS-232 serial connections. 
 

Do You Need USB-C? 
Even if you don't need USB-C now you will before long.  
We're only scratching the surface of what USB-C can do, 
but one thing is certain: The next generation of cross-
platform connectors is here, and it's about to replace the 
old guard just as the original USB standard replaced Ap-
ple Desktop Bus (ADB), FireWire, parallel, PS/2, SCSI, and 
serial ports on Macs and PCs. USB-C truly is one port to 
rule them all. 
 
          Current USB  2 & USB 3 Connector Types 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://au.pcmag.com/laptops/feature/158/the-top-10-best-laptops
http://au.pcmag.com/apple-macbook-pro-13-inch-2016
http://au.pcmag.com/asus-zenbook-3-ux390ua-xh74-bl
http://au.pcmag.com/storage-devices-reviews/feature/8582/the-10-best-external-hard-drives
http://au.pcmag.com/desktop-reviews/73/guide/the-best-desktop-computers-of-2016
http://au.pcmag.com/headphones-reviews/43961/news/new-usb-c-spec-could-spell-the-end-of-headphone-jacks
http://au.pcmag.com/headphones-reviews/43961/news/new-usb-c-spec-could-spell-the-end-of-headphone-jacks
http://au.pcmag.com/google-pixel-xl

